Secure Our World Video: Kevin and Eva Protect Their Family

Kevin is sitting at his desk in his office and gets a text message from his wife. Eva texts, “Hey! I’m worried about your parents. We need to show them how to spot phishing emails.”

He responds, “Agreed. The scammers are out of control.”

Eva adds, “And, we need to show them how to use a password manager.”

In their living room, Eva sees an Approve In-App Purchase request pop up from their son Max’s iPad and dismisses the request. He shrugs sheepishly.

She has a thought and texts, “Plus, help them add multifactor authentication.”

Kevin agrees and responds, “Yes! We use MFA at work and it’s great.”

He then sees a reminder on his computer to pick up Max’s cake.

At the bakery, Kevin shakes hands with the bakery owner while a baker gets out his cake. The owner and Kevin pull out their phones and a pop up appears for a purchase request from Leah’s Bakery. Kevin taps “Allow” when the Verify Purchase prompt appears.

Kevin takes his cake from the baker and then enters his home with the cake. Eva takes it as he gets a reminder on his phone to approve an update and turn on automatic updates. He smiles as he does so. A “Happy Birthday” sign is visible on the wall. Kevin sits in the living room with his family.

For more information on how to keep yourself and those you care about safe online, go to CISA dot gov forward slash Secure Our World.